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Yåjñavalkya as ritualist and philosopher, and his personal language

§ 1  Introduction

All1 early information on Yåjñavalkya2  stems almost exclusively3 from the ŚB and
from the slightly later BĀU, both of which have been transmitted  in two recensions, the
Kå�va and the Mådhyandina. These four versions, thus, are a welcome means of checking the

tradition.4 Major redactional tampering5 should show up, given the competition between the
various Vedic schools, in one of these recensions, and in some of the ŚB stories taken over into
JB, ŚĀ and VådhB.
 In view of the generally good transmission of ŚB, the text contains authentic or almost
authentic materials from the period in question, though such information may, of course, be
shaped and motivated by various contemporaneous interests. The Vedic statements be better
taken at face value first, in spite of the twists and turns of contemporary fashions of

interpretation of ancient texts.6

1  I thank my discussants at Kyoto (Nov. 30, 2000), notably T. Gotō and  W. Knobl, for their corrections and

suggestions. Any remaining mistakes are, of course, mine. - The translations from ŚB are those of Eggeling,

unless specified.
2 One of the most interstimng figures of  Archaic  India, and Iran next to  Vasi���a, the Buddha and Zarathustra;

see section 2.
3  Barring some JB passages: JB 1.19-20 ~ ŚB 11.3.1.1-4/5-8 (and the beginning of JB 1.19 ~ ŚBK 3.1.4.1-2);   JB

1.22-26 ~ ŚB 10.6.1 (cf. ChU 5.11-18); JB 1.51-65 ~ ŚB 12.4.1-4 and JB 1.49 ~ ŚB 12.4.1.10; JB 2.76-77 ~ ŚB 11.6.3

(cf. BĀU 3.9); JB 2. 228-299 ~ŚB 2.5.1.-5;  note further Vådh Br.: Caland 3:40 (mentioning Våjasaneya) ~ JB 1.19;

they all have close parallels to ŚB, while  Śå�khåyana Ār. 9.7 quotes VS 5.43, and ŚĀ 13.1 ~ BĀU 4.4-5. See the

discussion of these parallels in Tsuji 1981: 350-352. It is notable that most of these passages come from the late

additions to the JB dealing with the Agnihotra, JB 1-65; the same is true for the VådhB story.
4 Unfortunately,  none of the texts is available in a really critical edition. D. Maue has made a start with the

critical edition of the N. and S. versions of  BAUK 1, followed up by C. Perez-Coffie (Harvard PhD 1994); BĀUM

is available only in Weber's ŚB semi-critical edition and in Boethlingk's conjecture-filled ed.;  ŚBK (ed. Caland)

extends only up to ŚBK 7 ~ ŚBM 5,  has some notes for the rest of the text, but does not include any for the

Upani�ad.
5 Wilhelm Rau (1955) once briefly mentioned that he believed it was possible to show an archetype for both  the

BĀU versions. Cf. now Joel Brereton 1997 and especially C. Minkowski 1996  on the relationship JB ~ ŚB ~ BĀU,

which points to an archetype for all three versions of a particular story that involves an old mistake; for more

examples, see below. -- In general, note that 	BM and ŚBM usually differ only in small syntactic details (and

ideal, but  largely unexplored  field of study!). In the Yåjñavalkyua quotes, too, there is little differnce between the

two versions.
6 The pendulum shifts every few decades between blind credulity in statements made in ancient texts to absolute

denial of the existence of such figures as Yåjñavalkya, the Buddha or Zarathustra, -- a trend very much  seen

again these days. Methodologically, it is better to take the  information provided by the older texts at face value,

and then investigate whether they contain internally consistent or contradictive materials,  anachronistic

information and some clear divergences in language (see below).



As will be seen below, the very texts supposedly composed or spoken by Yåjñavalkya
exhibit a particular style, which justifies the statement that we are dealing with authentic
materials.

§ 2 Materials about Yåjñavalkya

Yåjñavalkya has been discussed several times and scholars have been fascinated by him,
and several have contributed investigations about him, more recently Tsuji 1943/1981, Renou
1948, Horsch 1969,  Fišer 1984, Witzel 1987,b,c: 200, Brereton 1997.

Why this fascination? I believe, because he is one of the few lively people in the oldest
strata of Indian literature. There are but a few such fascinating characters about whom we
know more than sketchy details: Vasi��ha of RV 7, Yåjñavalkya of ŚB and BĀU and, of course,
the Buddha. Indeed, Yåjñavalkya is always interesting, innovative, witty, ready with his puns.
He is not just a ritualist but also a thinker, and sometimes, a mystic, especially so in the passage
studied in some detail below, BĀU 4.3.

As is well known,7 the materials dealing with Yåjñavalkya can be divided into three parts:8

-  the "early" Yåjñavalkya of ŚB 1-5 -- a ritualist, often innovative and witty;
- the "later" Yåjñavalkya of ŚB 11-13 -- still a ritualist, but often a discussant in brahmanical
disputes as well, all in sources that are slightly later than ŚB 1-5;
- and, finally, the Upani�adic thinker and, occasionally the  mystic, of BĀU.

One might think, following the later Indian penchant for sectioning one's life into

several åśramas,9 that the Upani�ad notices are of a later period in his life, -- but Yåjñavalkya is
not seen in the texts as growing old following this pattern; at ŚB 3.8.2.24 for example, he is an
old, gray haired ritualist. And, the BĀU chapters  (1-2, 4-6) do not  always show him as a

philosopher.10 In the discussion with his wife, Maitreyī, he speaks about  the last questions to
be asked, but he still  is portrayed as a householder, be it that he -- as the first person recorded
in the texts -- is preparing to go into homelessness. All these passages describe his various

7 See Tsuji 1981: 347 for details.
8 Some have doubted that we deal with the same Yåjñavalkya here  (Horsch,  Ruben),  or some suppose that the

texts in BĀU represent altogether later developments; for this see below. I agree with Tsuji in regarding

Yåjñavalkya as one person, see Tsuji 1981: 347 sqq., and 1969: 32. But I do see serious editorial changes (and

therefore additions to his image) in BĀU. The history of the redaction of ŚB, however,  is complex and remains in

the balance (see Caland 1990, introduction p. XIV).  -- Some have thought that the Yåjñavalkya of BĀU is a

different person from the Yåjñavalkya of ŚB, especially when taking into account the seemingly different

character of the ritualist versus the philosopher perceived in both texts. However, as will be seen below, the texts

indicate that we have just one person; the same position is held by Tsuji, 1981: 347sq. He stresses  that especially

in ŚB 11-13 there is no difference in character between the ritualist  (ŚB 11.4.2.17; 12.4.1.10; 13.5.3.6) and the

philosopher   (ŚB 11.3.1.2-4; 11.6.2-3); also,  he correctly remarks, if we were to admit more than one Yåjñavalkya,

we would also have to 'split' his contemporaries Uddålaka Āru�i, Barku Vår�na Āgniveśya and Bu�ila

Āśvataråśvi Vaiyåghrapadya and all other persons met with in the early and later parts of ŚBM and  in BĀU.  His

(correct) conclusion is to give up the traditional 'split' between the Bråhma�a and Upani�ad "periods."
9 In the early period,  just 2 stages: studentship, g�hastha, and maybe old age (staying at the  antig�ha RV 10.95.4);

later on, three stages: starting with Yåjñavalkya who is the first  to leave home in a text in BĀU as a kind of proto-

sa�nyåsin; the vånaprastha is a still later development (see Sprockhoff 1979, 1981,1984).
10  In BĀU 6.3-4, instead, we also find (him?)  the typical Veda teacher, giving final advice to his departing

students, some of them of a peculiar nature, such as secret conception rites, or how to get a yellow-eyed son; note

P. Thieme's lecture about this section of BĀU in Kyoto 1989, on receiving the Kyoto Prize (unpublished).



activities occurring simultaneously during the several stages of his life. We therefore have to
treat all available passages as describing the whole person, and cannot compartmentalize
Yåjñavalkya into a separate ritualist or philosopher, or divide him up into several real life

persons, and certainly not so according to a split into ŚB and BĀU.11 It should also be noted
that the 'different'  types of Yåjñavalkyas appearing in the early part of ŚB (1-5) and the later
one (ŚB 11-13) are due to the content of the  texts, not to a difference in personality. The
later parts clearly deal with additional material and discuss it in a more speculative way, often

in form of dialogues (brahmodya),  than the ritualistic sections in ŚB 1-5.12

The period he lived in is, of course, uncertain, but a few hints are provided by the

names of his contemporaries, Uddålaka Āru�i, Ajåtaśatru Kåśya and Janaka Vaideha.13

11 See Tsuji; cf. Ruben 1947, -- the non-existence  of a split would allow that even more passages in the early ŚB

that state the opinion of Yåjñavalkya could be regarded as interpolations, for which see n. 78, cf. n.10. On the late

redaction of BĀU, and three levels in BĀU, see now Olivelle 1996: 3.
12The redaction of ŚB will have to be taken into account here.  While most references to Yåjñavalkya in ŚB 1-5

cannot  be late additions, some may indeed have been inserted. Note for example the occasional differences with

regard to ŚBK. Clearly, a thorough  study of the redaction of this text is a high priority!
13 We can discern (however, see now Kasamatsu, MA thesis, Sendai) the following family tree:

*Upaveśi (BĀUK/M 6.5.3)   -->  A/Āru�a Aupaveśi (KS 26.10, TS 6.1.9.2; 6.4.5.1; TB 2..1.5.11, ŚB 2.2.2.20; note that

MS 1.4.10 has Āru�a Aupaveśi!)   --> Uddålaka Āru�i Gautama (KS 13.12 pl. Āru�aya�!;  JB, JUB, AĀ)   -->

Śvetaketu Āru�eya  (ŚB, BĀU, JB, Kau�B 26.4, ChU, Kau�U; ĀpDhS 1.2.5.40-6 regards him as more recent or

younger  (avara).   Clearly, the Aru�a/Āru�a/Āru�i overlap with the later YV Sahitå (prose) period.

Janaka is a contemporary of Ajåtaśatru of Kåśi (BĀU 2.1.1, cf. Kau�U 4.1, for the Kåśi see also ŚB

13.5.4.19 sqq.); he already is a legendary figure (Mahåjanaka) in the Påli texts; similarly at also BĀU 2.1.1

(Janako, Janaka�), and in the Kå�haka section, TB 3.10.9.9. It would be wrong to identify him with the famous

Ajåtasattu of the Påli texts, a contemporary of the Buddha, as the Upani�adic Ajåtaśatru simply is king of Kåśi,

not of Magadha; in addition, Kåsi (of the Påli canon) had been given by Pasenadi of Kosala to his daughter who

had married Ajåtasattus' father, Bimbisåra, and it was taken away when Ajåtasattu murdered his father.

In addition, there is another Ajåtaśatru, a Kuru King, (VådhB, seeWitzel 1989/97). Note also that Āru�i

bewitched a desecendent of Ajåtaśatru,  Bhadrasena Ājåtaśatrava , ŚB 5.5.5.14.

It seems unlikely that the Kåśi king Ajåtaśatru could be identical with the Magadha king  Ajåtaśatru as

Magadha  is not (yet) mentioned as important country in the Vedic texts (and  an *Ajåtaśatru of Magadha is

simply unknown in the Veda).

However, there also is a  Brahmadatta Pråsenajita of Kosala, JB §115,  obviously the Kosala king

Pasenadi found in Påli; apparently both names were common in late Vedic as well as at the time of the Buddha.

Pasenadi's father is called  Mahåkosala, and this  has a parallel in the Påli texts with the Videha king

Mahåjanaka. All of this points to an earlier tradition, (well) before that of Ajåtaśatru and the Buddha, c.400 BCE.

While Janaka is a contemporary of the pre-Buddha kings Bimbisåra and  Ajåtaśatru of Kåśi, he is already

regarded, at TB 3.10.9.9  in one of the older Kå�haka sections in the Taitt. school, as a king of the past. Cf. the

discussion in Tsuji 1981: 353-354. --

Finally, it should be noted that the late/post-Vedic theory (in TĀ and På�ini) knows of a YV teacher

Vaiśampåyana  -- but not yet mentioned in the Vaśas-- does not contain any clue for (near-)

contemporaneousness of Vaiśampåyana, his student Yåjñavalkya and Pa�ini (cf. Tsuji 1981: 359).  Note also that

while På�ini knows of Vaiśampåyana and Tittiri, but does not even teach typical features of the prose sections of

TS, not to speak of VS and ŚB. Both were beyond his interest and purview (Witzel 1989, Thieme 1935).

Tsuji adds some speculative notes based on the name Brahmadatta Pråsenajita, king of Kosala, who is

mentioned in BĀU 1.3.24, JUB 1.38.1, 1.59.1-3, (cf. ChU 1.8) who must have been a contemporary of Uddålaka,

Śvetaketu and Yåjñavalkya. (ChU 5.3.1, BĀU 6.2.1, JB 1.337-338, JB 1. 316, JUB 1.38.4). On the other hand, his

presumed father, Prasenajit (Påli: Pasenadi) was a contemporary of the Buddha.  Tsuji's observation, hesitatingly

put forward and only  for argument's sake,  would  countermand all evidence listed above and would make many

Br. and Up. texts contemporaneous, or even slightly later, than the Buddha. One way out of the dilemma  may be



§ 3. ŚB texts by and about Yåjñavalkya

What then does the ŚB tell us about Yåjñavalkya? He occurs only in ŚB 1-5 and 11-13
as well as in the BĀU part of ŚB (14.4-9). But he is completely absent from the Śå��ilya
section of ŚB (6-10), which, as A. Weber has shown long ago, is of more western origin than

the Yåjñavalkya sections.14

Yåjñavalkya thus appears to be a figure of the East, of Videha. However, he is clearly
reckoned among the Kuru-Pañcåla Brahmins according to BĀU 3.1.1, in other words, he is an

immigrant to the East that was quickly Sanskritizing in the last centuries before the Buddha.15

Just as his colleagues in BĀU 3, Aśvala (Āśvalåyana), Kaho�a Kau�ītakeya,16 Uddålaka Āru�i,
he is one of the persons that were driving this process; he may indeed be responsible for

redacting the VS, as reflected in the final sentences of ŚB.17

When we study Yåjñavalkya of ŚB in context, he appears, variously, as a ritualist, a
discussant, a philosopher.

§ 4 Yåjñavalkya, the ritualist
Most prominently, Yåjñavalkya appears as the typical YV ritualist who discusses (in in

about a dozen  cases) the minute details of the complicated Śrauta ritual. His opinions are
sometimes clever, sometimes innovative, but they are not always followed even by his own
school, the Våjasaneyins. Many of them are too detailed and outwardly obscure to be of
particular interest here. They are, nevertheless, given here in detail as to provide an
impression of Yåjñavalkya, the ritualist.

§ 4.1. Discussion of ritual details

At ŚB 1.1.1.9 he discusses such a technical point, the eating on the Upavasatha (fasting)
day, when the gods are guests in one's house,  one cannnot eat before them, and therefore
should fast; Yåjñavalkya, however proposes to eat that part of the offerings (havis) which are
not regarded as regular food. The point is to eat and, at the same time, not to,  that is  to do

neither nor.18

to assume that Brahmadatta is not the son of Prasenajit/Pasenadi, but of one of his ancestors, also called

Prasenajit (cf. Aru�a- Āru�a- Āru�i-Āru�eya). Indeed, there is a king Brahmadatta of Kåsi (Påli Vinaya i.342

sqq., DhA 1.56 sq.) who conquered Kosala, murdered his king Dīghiti but later on gave the kingdom back

Dīghiti's son Dīghåvu.

Obviously, the dynastic history of Kosala and Kåśi is more complicated than the Vedic texts allow us to

see, and we cannot put too much faith into the coincidence of the name Prasenajit of Kosala and of Brahmadatta

Pråsenajit. (Note that there are other Brahmadattas, kings of Assaka and of Hatthipura at Kapilanagara).
14 Cf., now Witzel 1989 on dialects.
15 See Witzel 1997. On Uddålaka see now Kasamatsu (MA thesis, Sendai Univ.)
16  ŚĀ 15 (Vaśa) makes him a student of Uddålaka Āru�i;  cf. Tsuji 1981: 355.
17  ŚB 14.9.4  ådityånīmåni śuklåni yajū��i våjasaneyena yåjñavalkyenåkhyåyante; cf.  Witzel 1987c, 1997 (see below).
18 "Yåjñavalkya, on the other hand, said; 'If he does not eat, he thereby becomes a sacrificer to the Manes; and if he

does eat, he eats before the gods have eaten: let him therefore  eat what, when eaten, counts as not eaten.' "



ŚB 1.9.2.12 refers to a traditional custom and ritual: one conceals the offerings from
the place where the wives of the gods are fed by offerings: "and  accordingly, Yåjñavalkya

says,19 'whenever human women here wish to eat (they do so) apart from men.' " (discussion,
below 4.4.).

At 2.3.1.21, there is a technical discussion on a point of the Agnihotra ritual, again
referring to eating the remnants of the offering. Here the excuse to eat them is motivated by
the submission that the Agnihotra is to be looked upon as a domestic sacrifice (påkayajña) and
when  one, 'after the  offering into the fire, sips water and licks up (the milk), then this is

indeed (characteristic) of the domestic offering.'20

At 3.1.1.4, there is a discussion about the nature of the offering ground. Yåjñavalkya
tells a story about his and Såtyayajña's going to offer for a certain Vår��ya:  Såtyayajña thinks
that whole earth is divine and an offering ground. Yåjñavalkya, however, argues that it is the
offering priests who constitute the place (or medium) of worship (for a discussion, see below,

4.6).21

At 4.2.1.7, Yåjñavalkya speculates, but his actual praxis differs: The two Soma cups, the
Śukra and Manthin grahas, are supposed be drawn for the Asura-Rak�as, 	a��a and Marka, as
was done previously by the gods who drove them away; however, in ritual the cups are
actually offered to the deities. "Yåjñavalkya said: 'Should we not rather draw them for the
deities, since that is, as it were, the sign of conquest?' In this, however, he merely speculated,

but the did not practice it." In other words, in this particular case, he is rather conservative.22

At 4.6.1.10, there is a discussion about the Aśu cup, that is whether it should involve
actual pressing or not,  as Budila Āśvataråśvi thinks. Yåjñavalkya says:  'nay. Let him press
(quoting RV 7.26). For no other deity he strikes but once: thus he does different from what

he does for other deities: therefore let him press.'23

At 4.6.8.7, Yåjñavalkya explains why one has to take out a fire brand and disperse it to
the various dhi��ya hearths:  "they who do so, said Yåjñavalkya, slay with those fire-brands of

tad u hovåca yåjñavalkya� | yadi nåśnåti, pit�devatyo bhavati; yady u aśnåti devån atyaśnåtīti.  sa yad evåśitam

anaśita� tad aśnīyåd iti. ---  A similar point is made at Ka�hĀ 2.143 and KS 29.2 pråśyå3 na pråśyå3 iti

mīmå	sante: yat pråśnīyåt, pråkårukas syåd. yan na pråśnīyåd, ahavis syåd. avajighred. ubhayam eva karoti, where the

solution is just to smell: thereby one eats and does not eat at the same time; cf. C. Lopez in EJVS  3, 3 October 1997.

Other positions are given in the ŚB passage as well.
19tasmåd imå månu�ya striyas tira ivaiva pumå�so jighatsanti, yå iva tu tå iveti ha småha Yåjñavalkya
20tad u hovåca yåjñavalkya� | na vai yajña iva mantavai påkayajña iva vå itīda� hi yad anyasmin yajñe srucyav

adyati, sarva� tad agnau juhoty. athaitad agnau hutvots�pyåcåmati nirle
hi, tad asya påkayajñasyeveti; tad asya tat

paśavya� rūpam. paśavyo hi påkayajña�.
21 tad u hovåca yåjñavalkya� | vår��yåya devayajana� jo�ayitum aima. tat såtyayajño 'bravīt: sarvå vå iyam p�thivī

devī devayajana�. yatra vå asyai kva ca yaju�aiva parig�hya yåjayed iti  �tvijo haiva devayajanam | ye bråhma�å�

śuśruvå�so 'nūcånå vidvå�so yåjayanti, saivåhvalaitan nedi��hamåm iva manyåmaha iti -- The Kå�va version (ŚBK

4.1.1.4) differs slightly: tad u hovåca yåjñavalkyo vår��o 'ayak�ateti. tasmai devayajana�  īk�itum ayameti....

"Accordingly, Yåjñavalkya spake, 'Vår��a intended to sacrifice (ayak�ata). Thus we went (ayama!) to look for a

place of worship.' ..."
22 api hovåca Yåjñavalkya�  /  no svid devatåbhya eva g�h�īyåmå3, vijitarūpam iva hīdam iti. tad vai sa tan

mīmå	såm eva cakre, net tu cakåra.
23tad u hovåca Yåjñavalkya� / abhy eva �u�uyån na soma indramasuto mamåda nåbrahmå�o maghavåna

sutåsa  ity ��i�åbhyanūkta� na vå asnyasyai kasmai cana devatåyai sak�d abhi�u�oti, tad anyathå tata� karoti, yathå

cånyåbhyo devatåbhyas tasmåd abhyeva �u�uyåd iti.



theirs."24  But again, ŚB does not agree fully with Yåjñavalkya but offers a second possibility,
that of taking the fire brands and proceeding to the animal sacrifice for Prajåpati.

***

§ 4.2. discussion of myth and ritual

In a few cases, Yåjñavalkya does not simply argue his case but he uses traditional myth,
though --as always in the post-�gvedic texts-- shaped by sacrificial practice.

At 2.4.3.2, one such sacrificial myth is told by Yåjñavalkya and Kaho�a Kau�ītaki. It
deals with the   offering of first fruits (ågraya�e��i). While Kaho�a, the main proponent of KB,
thinks that the sap of the plants belongs to Heaven and Earth, is offered to the gods and then

eaten by humans, Yåjñavalkya ventures into a long mythological tale,25 interspersed by (his
own?) Bråhma�a style explanations that stretches from 2.4.3.2-11. His tale and  his
explanations stress the fact that it was the sacrifice by the gods that made the plants, poisoned
by the Asuras, eatable both for humans and cattle, in other words, this is another myth about
the establishment of the world and of culture.

At 2.5.1.2,  Yåjñavalkya, in connection with another sacrificial myth, quotes the
�gveda, but ultimately  insists on his own opinion in a myth dealing with the repeated

creation26 by Prajåpati: birds, reptiles other than snakes, then snakes are 'emitted' by him all
of which 'vanished (parå bhū)'. "Yåjñavalkya, on his part, declared them to be of two kinds
only; but they are of three kinds according to the �k." (RV 8.90.14, see ŚB 2.5.1.4, JB 2.228-
229). ŚB 2.5.1.3,5 actually adds a fourth creation, the mammals including humans, whose

offspring does no longer die because of the mother's milk provided for them.2 7

Unfortunately, is is not clear whether Yåjñavalkya wanted to include, in his two classes,  the
'perished' beings and humans, or whether he simply 'rationalized' and combined the various

'perished' beings into two classes, birds and reptiles.28 In both passages quoted here, he shows

24 tair eva te�åm ulmukai� praghnatīti ha småha Yåjñavalkyo ye tathå kurvantīty
25 2.4.3.2 tad u hovåca yåjñavalkya� | (non- mythological sections ins {} )  devåś ca vå asuråś cobhaye pråjåpatyå�

pasp�dhire ...  tasminn åjim åjanta. 2.4.3.5 tåv indrågnī udajayatåm | tasmåd aindrågnau dvådaśakapåla� puro
åśo

bhavatīndrågnī hy asya bhågadheyam udajayatå�. tau yatrendrågnī ujjigīvå�sau tasthatus. tad viśve devå anvåjagmu�.

2.4.3.6 { k�atra� vå indrågnī | viśo viśve devå yatra vai k�atram ujjayaty. anvåbhaktå vai tatra vi� tad viśvån devån

anvåbhajatå�. tasmåd e�a vaiśvadevaś carur bhavati}... 2.4.3.11 etena vai devå� | yajñene��vobhayīnåm o�adhīnå�,

yåś ca manu�yå upajīvanti, yåś ca paśava� k�tyåm iva tvad vi�am iva tvad apajaghrus. tata åśnan manu�yå åliśanta

paśava�.
26 A common topic in many mythologies, e.g. the Popal Vuh of the Quiché Mayas. Only the last creation is

viable.
27 prajåpatir ha ... prajå as�jata. tå asya prajå� s���å� paråbabhūvus. tånīmåni vayå�si. puru�o vai prajåpater

nedi��ha�. dvipåd vå ayam puru�as. tasmåd dvipådo vayå�si. sa aik�ata prajåpati� | yathå nv eva puraiko 'bhūvam

evam u nv evåpy etarhy eka evåsmīti. sa dvitīyå� sas�je. tå asya paraiva babhūvus. tad ida� k�udra� sarīs�pa�, yad

anyat sarpebhyas. t�tīyå� sas�ja, ity åhus. tå asya paraiva babhūvus. ta ime sarpå. etå ha nv eva dvayīr. yåjñavalkya

uvåca trayīr u tu punar �cå. .... 2.5.1.4 tasmåd etad ��i�åbhyanūktam | prajå ha tisro atyåyamīyur iti ...

 JB 2.228 prajåpati� prajå as�jata. tå asya s���å� paråbhavan. tad ida� sarīs�pam abhavad yad anyat sarpebhya�. sa

dvitīyå 'as�jata. tå asya paraivåbhavan. te matsyå abhavan. sa t�tīyå as�jata. tå asya paraivåbhavan. tåni vayå�sy

abhavan. sa aik�ata yå imås trayī� prajå 'as�k�y �te brahma�a �te 'nnådyåd �te yajñåt parå tå abhūvan.
28 This is an interesting classification, see H.-P. Schmidt (1980) on Indo-Iran. animal categories.



himself as the typical Bråhma�a 'theologian' who uses a mixture of prose exposition and

ready-made mythology to drive home his point.29

***

§ 4.3 Brahmodya discussion in later parts of ŚB

Turning now to the added sections of ŚB, 11-13, we find, at  11.3.1.4  an esoteric
explanation of the Agnihotra. King Janaka of Videha, obviously one of the major figures that

Sanskritized the East,30 once asked Yåjñavalkya about the Agnihotra; he explains it variously
as water, truth, and fervent belief in the efficacy of a ritual (śraddhå) (see below 4.4. and n.36,
on ŚB 1.3.1.26):
" ...'If there were no water, wherewith woulst thou offer?'   He spake, 'Then indeed, therw

would be nothing whatsoever here, and yet there would be offered the truth in faith.' "31

At 11.4.2.17, Yåjñavalkya supports a ritualistic detail, the cutting of the four  or five
cuttings of the offered cake and the use of ghee: (cf. ŚB 1.7.2.7 sqq.) "Concerning this
Yåjñavalkya said: 'When after making an underlay (of ghee), and cutting portions (from the
sacrificial dish), he bastes them (with ghee), then indeed he satisfies them, and they being

satisfied, the gods fill (for him) gold cups'."32 The support for a ritualistic details is justified
with myth or popular belief: the rewards one expects after death, in the realm of the ancestors
or even that of the gods:

At 13.5.3.6, he discusses the Vapå offerings and which one of them is to be offered first.
Various Brahmins give their opinion, "but the established practice is different from that. Now
Yåjñavalkya said: 'they should proceed simultaneously with the (omenta) of Prajåpati's
(victims) and simultaneously with those  consecrated to single gods: it is in this way he gratifies
them deity after deity, that he goes straightforwardly to the completion  of the sacrifice and

does not stumble."33

§ 4.4. Yåjñavalkya's witty style in discussing innovations

29 K. Hoffmann, Die Komposition eines Bråhma�a-Abschnittes, 1975-6, 208-220, and Witzel  1996.
30 See Witzel 1997: 319 sq.
31 ... yad åpo na syu�, kena juhuyå iti?

sa [Yajn] hovåca: na vå iha tarhi ki� canåsīd(!!).31 athaitad ahūyataiva satya� śraddhåyåm iti.

32 tad u hovåca Yåjñavalkya� /  yad vå upaståryåvadåyåbhighårayati, tad evainå� sa�tarpayati, tåså	 sa�t�ptånå�

devå hira�mayå	s camasån pūryayante

33  atha hovåca Yåjñavalkya� / sak�d eva prajåpatyåbhi� pracareyu�, sak�d eva devatåbhis;  tad evainån

yathådevata� prī�åty, añjaså yajñasya sa	sthåm upaiti, na hvalatīti.



While all of the preceding discussions are in the traditional mold of Yajurvedic
deliberations of ritual that lead to its explosive spread in so many ritual schools,  Yåjñavalkya
also can be quite innovative.

At 1.9.3.16 he even changes a Mantra34 -- something one should not be allowed to do
at all outside the required changes of number and gender in applying certain mantras. His
and that mentioned by Aupoditya actually differ in the wording. And, Yåjñavalkya makes his
point ex cathedra, using the expressions aham + eva here, and elsewhere:  'Light-bestowing art

thou, give me light (varcas)!' so I say, said Yåjñavalkya.35

This innovative and authoritarian tendency is especially visible in many of the
quotations on ritual (see above).

His actual quotations frequently are witty, sarcastic and even derisive of the ritual, of
others, and even of himself. Self deprecating humor is not exactly a characteristic of Vedic
personalities. However, in judging such statements, it must be observed that,  like all trans-
cultural sarcasm and joking, such sentences are difficult to understand. A lot of explaining is
necessary before they can be appreciated.

There are a number of sarcastic remarks about his mainstay, the ritual, and its social
underpinnings.

At 1.3.1.26 Yåjñavalkya raises an interesting, 'rationalistic' point: 'why do not the
(sacrificers) themselves become Adhvaryu priests? and why do not they themselves recite
when far higher blessings are prayed for? how could these (yajamånas?) possibly have faith in

this?36 Whatever the officiating priests invoke during the sacrifice that is for the benefit of the

sacrificer alone.'37

An important, a real life question, "how could these (yajamånas?) possibly have faith in
this?", that may have been asked by many of his, and his colleagues'  K�atriya or royal
employers, is turned around and answered in a traditional manner. It must be noted,
however,  that this kind of questioning strikes at the heart of Brahmanical ritual, for as the

seldom stated Śrauta theory goes,38 without a yajamåna's śraddhå, the ritual will not work.

34 The corresponding Mantra VS 2.26 is: svayambh�r asi śré��ho raśmír, varcod asi, várco me dehi. súryasyåv�tam

anvvartate.

35 svayambhūr asi śre��ho raśmir ity. e�a vai śre��ho raśmir, yat sūryas. tasmåd åha:  svayambhūr asi śre��ho

raśmir iti.

varcodå asi, varco me dehīti tv evåha� bravīmīti ha småha yåjñavalkyas

36 Such sentences, just like the one about the non-existence of Indra RV 2.12.5, and especially RV 8.100.3, or in the

YV Sahitås  such as "who knows what is there after death?"  point to real doubts at the time these texts were

composed. Note also some of the Buddhist criticism of Brahmins: if the gods like valuable offerings why don't the

humans  sacrifice their parents?
37 katha� nu na svayam adhvaryavo bhavanti? katha� svaya� nånv åhur yatra bhūyasya ivåśi�a� kriyate? katha�

nv e�åm atraiva śraddhå bhavatīti?

yå� vai kå� ca yajña �tvija  åśi�am åśåsate, yajamånasyaiva så tasmåd adhvaryur evåvek�eta.

38 See Koehler 1948/1973, and Witzel, on ritual (forthc.);  this is just one of the many items that need further

discussion, see Witzel  in Hara-Fs. (forthc.), and cf. a brief summary of such items in Witzel 1998. -- Note that



At 5.5.5.14 a question of the frequent, but socially deprecated  magic is discussed.  The
Sautråma�ī ritual can be used for magic; for example, Āru�i bewitched Bhadrasena

Ājåtaśatrava39 with it.  Yåjñavalkya simply says:

k�ipra� kilåst��uteti! ha småha Yåjñavalkyo...
"Quick, then spread (the barhi�)!' this Yåjñavalkya, used to say.

In other words,  just  perform a bewitching ceremony!   The 'joke' is in the simple  statement:
go ahead, just spread it out, no matter what people might think about sorcery. Sorcery,

especially black magic,  has been looked down upon socially, from RV 7.104 onwards.40

The same is seen in more personal remarks. At 3.1.3.10 he offers a  rather proud
statement about his own health (cf. also the confident description of  his old age, ŚB 3.8.2.24,
below 4.5). The context is the one of anointing one's eyes, and  ŚB tells us that human eyes
were sore before, and had secretion. Yåjñavalkya, however, simply states:" 'Sore indeed is the

eye of man; mine is sound',41 so spake Yåjñavalkya."42

Several times , he is, in perennial Indian tradition,  quite sarcastic about women.43 At

1.3.1.21,44 some ritualists opine that by placing the ghee45  inside the Vedi, one would

deprive the gods from the company of their wives,46 and (in the same way) the sacrificer's

Manu, śraddhådeva in MS  4.8.1 acts only when invoked so by Indra, that is as one who always follows śraddhå,

and cf. the famous Naciketas story,  TB 3.11.8 and Ka�hUp. 1.2 (tam ha kumåram santam  ...  śraddhåviveśa).
39 Son of Ajåtaśatru, king of Kåśi? -- Note Bharata dynastic names in  -sena, such as Ugrasena, see Witzel 1995,

and  note the Epic and Buddhist tribal name Śūrasena;  cf. Morton Smith 1966.
40 Cf. below on Śåkalya, and note even the modern attitudes directed against Orissa AV Brahmins (Witzel 1985).
41 For pra-śåm see J. Narten 1980: 161, n. 27
42arur vai puru�asyåk�i, pråśån mameti ha småha Yåjñavalkyo.

43 This attitude does not quite fit with that shown by Yåjñavalkya in the Maitreyī story of BĀU 4.5.1. However, his

other wife, Kåtyåyanī, is said to know "only what women know (strīprajñaiva)", which exemplifies not exactly the

same derisive attitude met with in some of the ŚB texts attributed to Yåjñavalkya. What he really strives after, also

in his talk with the brahmavådinī Maitreyī, is to be brahmi��ha; it is therefore that he respects her as intellectual

partner.
44  tád åhu� | n�ntarvedy sådayed. áto vaí devnåm pátnī� sámyåjayanty. ávasabhå áha devnåm pátnī� kar óti.

para�pú�so(sic!)  håsyá pátnī bhavat�ti.

tád u hovåca yjñavalkyo: yathådi��ám pátnyå astu! kás tád driyeta, yát para�pu�s vå pátnī syåd?

yáthå vå yajño védir, yajña jya� yajñd yajña nírmimå íti.  tásmåd antarvedy èvsådayet

45 This is part of a discussion about the clarified  butter from which oblations for the wives of the gods are made.

It must be looked at by the wife of the Yajamåna 'as not to exclude her' from the ritual (the wife is identified with

ghee, ŚB 1.3.1.21, cf. also  theintroductory chapter to the new edition of the VådhB, ed. Y.Ikari.), and ghee  is then

put inside the Vedi, between the three sacred fires. That is, not too close to the wife, who sits outside the Vedi,

between the Gårhapatya and Dak�i�ågni, cf. ŚB 1.3.1.12,17. Cf. below.
46 This clearly refers to the origin in butter of some primordial women, such as Månåvī  (MS 1.6.13, cf. Krick,

Agnyådheya, Wien 1982: 368sq.). Does this also apply to the wives of the gods? There certainly is a close link



wife would become dissatisfied with her husband. Yåjñavalkya says: 'Let it be so as it has been

prescribed for the wife!47 who would care whether his wife may consort with other men?'

(Eggeling)48

This translation, however, is not correct. As Wackernagel (Ai.Gramm. II 2, p. 111, 134)

has pointed out, para�pu	sá-49  means 'excluded from the circle of men' (aus dem Kreise
der Männer entfernt) and is to be taken as a compound with governing preposition in the

first member,50 cf. also, in the present context a compound such as AV tiro-janám 'distant
from men (abseits von Menschen).' The goddesses thus would remain outside the group of

the gods (ávasabha-).51 There is no referring to having sex with other men in this passage.52

The Kå�va version,53 in one of its few real divergences,  lets Yajn speak somewhat
differently: "Yåjñavalkya, however, said: 'Let him place it within the altar!' thus he said. "Let it
be so as it has been prescribed for the wife,' thus (thinking ) 'let him place it, whether or not
she consort with other men." (Eggeling, footnote ad loc., read, however: "whether she is
outside the circle of men").

At 1.9.2.12, a traditional custom is discussed, but the derisiveness is more hidden here.
In ritual, one conceals the offerings from waiting deities while the wives of the gods eat, and

this is explained by the -old- custom,54 in the words of Yåjñavalkya. Eggeling wrongly has

between Aditi and the wife in ŚB 1.3.1. -- Another reason is the identification of the participants in the sacrifice

with the deities, for example, the Brahmins clearly are  'human gods' at  ŚB 2.4.3.14.
47 That is, putting the ghee  near the wife, making her look at it and then placing it inside the Vedi (antarvedí).
48 On this point, cf. the "confession ceremony" in Cåturmåsya ritual, Einoo 1986.
49  In the sentence para�pú�so(sic!)  håsyá pátnī bhavat�ti, para�pu	sá has the wrong accent; not, however, in the

correct Kå�va version.
50 Such as  those with para-  'dar über hinaus", e.g. RV paró -måtra-  'übermässig', AV paró'k�a 'über den

Gesichtskreis hinausliegend' etc. --  Note that adverbial compounds seem to have final accent: RV paro-gavyūtí

'über das Weideland hinaus", cf. in this passage also antarvedí.
51 Note the Bahuvrīhi accent, taken from ava-sabhå-,   a compound governed by its first member

(Rektionskompositum). Wackernagel II 2,311 notes that  ava- does not enter into such (Rektionskomp.)

composition, though we have the collocation, e.g., RV, AV áva  divá�.
52 Though relatively lax contemporaneous mores are seen elsewhere. As is well known, the authors of some YV

texts thought it necessary to include a yearly "confession ceremony" for wives  in the "confession ceremony" in

Cåturmåsya ritual (Einoo 1986). This would have been necessary for the lineage-obsessed men of the period (see

H.-P.Schmidt 1987, Witzel,  Hara-Fs., forthc.) who must exclude, just as effected by the later custom of child

marriage (Thieme, Jungfrauengatte, 1963 = 1984: 426qq.) the intrusion of  outside lineages among their children.
53 Cf. Caland 1989: XIV on the history of the ŚB and its redaction; ŚBK 2.2.4.17: tád åhur n�ntarvedy sådayed íty.

áto vái devnåm pátnī� sámyåjayanty. ávasabhå ha devnåm pátnī� kar óti.  para�pu�s håsyá pátnī bhavati,

yásyåntarvedy �sådáyant�ti.

tád u hovåca yjñavalkyo: 'ntarvedy èvsådayed íti hovåca. yathådi��ám pátnyå astv íti. yat sá (+s) para�pu�s vå

syd,  yád vå  kás táy rtha íti  hovåca.

 yajño védir yajña jya� yajñd yajña nírmimå  íti tásmåd antarvédy evsådayet
54 That the custom of men and women eating separately  (and women only after men) is an old one is clear from

the Aditi story in Yajurveda prose (MS, KS, TS,  ŚB),  see Witzel, Hara Fs. (forthc.), K. Hoffmann 1975-6/1991

(Mårtå��a), C. Lopez 1997. Cf. also Ka�hB (Agnyådheya Br.) yå devapatnayas, tå  hi [tiro ivaiva nila]yantīr na

pråśnantīti.



'whenever human women here eat (they do so) apart from men.' However, the desiderative

requires: "whenever  human women wish to eat..." 55

The derisiveness lies in jighatsanti, which generally functions as regular suppletive
desiderative of ad 'to eat,' thus: 'they wish to eat, long to eat, look out to eat.' The expression
becomes understandable if we observe that women normally have to wait for the men to finish

eating to get their share, technically the 'rest'.56 The passages describing the custom of eating
separately, in the Ka�hB (Agnyådheya) and in the Aditi story (MS 1.6.12, KS 11.6, TS 6.5.6,
ŚB 3.1.3.3-4; cf. ŚB 1.9.2.12, 10.5.2.9), simply state, matter of fact, that women 'eat' separately
.

Yåjñavalkya also is sarcastic about himself, his colleagues and the whole class of
Brahmins. At 11.6.3.2,  King Janaka is  reported to have performed a sacrifice; setting apart
1000 cows as prize, he said:
"he who is the most learned  in sacred writ among you O Brahmans, shall drive away (these
cows)".
(etå, vo bråhma�å yo brahmi��ha�, sa udajatå� iti) Yåjñavalkya said: This way (drive) them!
sa hovåca Yåjñavalkyo:  'rvacīr etå iti.

They said: " Are you really the most learned57 among us, Yåjñavalkya?" He said: "reverence to
him who is the most learned in sacred writ! We are but hankering after cows!"
sa hovåca: namo astu brahmi��håya! gokåmå eva vaya	 sma iti.

Which describes the sentiment of Brahmins well, ever since the dånastutis of the RV, and since
they appropriated the identification of speech (våc) = cow, and turned våc  into a real cow in
the Atharvaveda: the Brahmins denounce any injury made to a Brahmin's cow, its killing and

also the lack of its presentation to Brahmins: AV 5.18; 5.19; 12.4-5.58 (Witzel 1991).

§ 4.5. Yåjñavalkya's style in rejecting  some ritualistic details.

At ŚB 3.8.2.24,  the basting of the omentum, followed by that of clotted ghee is

discussed. A ritualist from the neighboring, rival Caraka school of the Black Yajurveda,59

simply called a Caraka-Adhvaryu, happens to be present and  challenges Yåjñavalkya.  He
prefers the opposite order, arguing that clotted ghee  is the same as breath.
"A Caraka-adhvaryu forsooth, cursed Yåjñavalkya for doing so, saying: "That Adhvaryu has
shut out the breath; the breath shall depart from him!" But he (Yåjñavalkya) , looking at his
arms, said: "These hoary arms - - what in the world has become of the Bråhman's words!"

55   tasmåd imå månu�ya striyas tira ivaiva pumå�so jighatsanti, yå iva tu tå iveti ha småha Yåjñavalkya; cf. the

shortened Kå�va version: 2.8.3.11 (without mentioning Yåjñavalkya!): tásmåd pu	só 'pīm månu�y�� stríyas tirá

ivaivá jighatsanti  "Hence women also here swallow their food apart from men." (Egg.)
56 Cf. Fišer 1984: 68sq. with criticism of Eggeling's translation. He adds that ghas is used more often for the eating

by women and  compares ŚB 10.5.2.9, where the husband is admonished not to eat in the persence of his wife

(tasmåj jåyåyå ante nåśnīyåd).
57  For this expression see n. 82.
58 At 12.4-5, the evil results of killing the Brahmin's cow and eating it are described.12.4.31 "... she (vaśå) goes to

the gods; therefore the brahmins go on to ask for the cow." 33: "the cow is the mother of the K�atriya."
59 For a discussion, see Witzel 1982.



sa ha sma båhū anvek�yåha :  imau palitau båhū, kva svid  bråhma�asya vaco  babhūveti?  -- na
tad åhriyeta...
The subtext is obvious: "I have performed the ritual all my life in the manner prescribed by
the White Yajurveda; I am quite old now, and breath still has not yet left me."  This kind of
one-liner put downs are quite typical, as we have seen, for Yåjñavalkya.

Most interestingly, while Yåjñavalkya is reported at BĀU 3.2.13 to be one of the major
early proponents of the new karma theory that revolutionized the older concept of simple

rebirth,60 he ridicules, at ŚB 3.1.2.21, the more radical aspect of the new, combined theory,
that is the rebirth in animals and makes fun of the (new) custom of the avoidance of cow

meat.61

"Let him not eat of either the cow or ox; for the cow and the ox doubtless support
everything here on earth... Hence, were one to eat (the flesh) of a cow, there would be, as it
were, an eating of everything, or as it were, a going to the end (or to destruction).  Such a one
indeed would be likely to be born (again) as strange being, (as one of whom there is) evil
report, such as 'he has expelled an embryo from a woman', 'he has committed a sin',  let him
therefore not eat (the flesh) of the cow and the ox. (tasmåd dhenv-ana
uhayor nåśnīyåt)

Nevertheless, Yåjñavalkya said, "I, for one, eat it, provided it is tender!" (better:

'fatty')62

(Tad u hovåca Yåjñavalkyo:  'śnåmy evåham, a	sala� ced bhavatīti.)
Obviously, Yåjñavalkya does not take this identification seriously; his matter-of-fact

attitude towards cows is well reflected in his 'hankering after cows' (see above) and further
supported by his actual treatment of cows, at ŚB 12.4.1.10. The ritual question here is what to
do if one's Agnihotra cow lies down while being milked.
Some of his colleagues make her get up with Mantras,  and then give the cow to a Brahmin
whom one does not intend to visit, thereby 'fastening  the suffering and evil on the Brahmin'
in question. Yåjñavalkya, however says, matter of fact: " ... let him rather do it in this way:  Let

him make her get up by pushing her with a staff!" 63

Typical for him are, thus, the Gordian knot solutions, with the expressions, though
not necessarily the actual words, often taken from daily life:

• "Just push (the cow) with a stick... --

• "Drive (the cows) here! --

• "We are but hankering after cows!  --

60 For the development of the concept of rebirth,  see, in detail, H.-P. Schmidt, 1969, 1997; cf. also Witzel 1984a, b,

1998.
61 Details in Witzel 1991.
62 See discussion by Mehendale 1977 who adds: "secondarily, ... through the Brahmanical identification of médas

['fat']with médha 'full of sacrificial essence".  The word is a near-hapax, see Fišer 1984: 69.
63 tad u hovåca Yåjñavalkya�: / aśraddadhånebhyo haibhyo gaur apakråmaty årtyo  vå  åhuti� vidhyanti-)

ittham eva kuryåd:  da�
enaivainå� vipi�yotthåpayed iti, --

tad yathaivådo dhåvatyato 'śvo våśvataro vå gadåyita balīvardo vå yuktas, tena da�
aprajitena tottraprajitena yam

adhvåna	 samīpsyati, ta	 samaśnuta evam evaitayå da�
aprajitayå tottraprajitayå ya	 svarga� loka	 samīpsyati

ta	 samaśnute. ... "And just like horse, mule, ox yoked ... The cow being urged forward by staff or goad, attain that

heavenly world which he desires to reach." Āru�i offers another solution: keep the cow to yourself, which is ŚB

practice. JB 1.59 has shortened the quotation of this saying: tad u hovåca våjasaneyo 'śraddadhånebhyo haibhyo gaur

apakråmati. årtyåhuti� (?) vidhyanti. ittham eva kuryåt. da�
am eva labdhvå tenainå� vipi�yotthåpayet. For the

relative novelty of this custom, see Witzel 1991.



• "I, for one, eat (cow meat), provided it is fatty!  --

• "Quick, then, spread (the barhi�)!  --

• "Who would care whether his wife may be outside the circle of men?"

§  4.6. Some further insights into his personality

Finally, these quotes provide some further insight into his personality. While he
criticizes general human behavior and especially that of his colleagues, he does not exclude
himself from such observations. In fact, he does not care so much about his own "face" but

rather about being brahmi���a "the best of the brahmans."64

At 11.6.2.2-10, King Janaka and some traveling Brahmins discuss how do you perform
the Agnihotra. Yåjñavalkya is lauded by the king for the best understanding and given 100
cows; but the king tells him that not even Yåjñavalkya  knows the details of the two libations of
the Agnihotra. The Brahmins then deliberate whether to challenge the King, a Råjanya, to a
disputation, (brahmodya). Yåjñavalkya, however,   says, rather sophistically: "we are
Brahmanas and he is a Råjanya: if we were to vanquish him, whom would we say we had
vanquished? But if he were to vanquish us, people would say of us that a Råjanya had
vanquished Brahmans: do not think of this!'"The other Brahmins  agree, but Yåjñavalkya
drives after the king on his own chariot, overtakes him,  and the king  asks him: "Is it to know
the Agnihotra, Yåjñavalkya?" --  "The Agnihotra, o King!" Yåjñavalkya replies. The King then
explains the Agnihotra to him and Yåjñavalkya grants him a wish to be asked for later on (cf.

ŚB 14.7.1.1   samenena vadi�ya ity).65 ŚB concludes "Thenceforth Janaka was a Bråhma�a."66

It is interesting to observe that Yåjñavalkya thinks of the Brahmin's position in society
and tells his fellow Brahmins not to accept the challenge of a K�atriya, but then, in secret, does

precisely that by approaching Janaka and becoming, in fact, his student.67  In other words,
Yåjñavalkya strives after secret knowledge (appropriate for a brahmi��ha) even in spite of
private loss of face in front of an (unlearned)  nobleman, but he also hides that from his
colleagues and outwits them and does not let them know that he went against his own advice.
Nevertheless, in this way, he keeps up being  a brahmi��ha 'the most qualified, highest ranked
Brahmin' (see n. 82, cf. above 4.4. on ŚB 11.6.3.2) in the eyes of society.

He expresses this sentiment differently at 1.9.3.16, in the context of a mantra (VS 2.26,
svayambhūr asi śre��ho raśmir ity) that speaks about the light of the sun "self-existent are you,

64 Cf. the idea of the "good Brahmin" of the Buddha, Dīghanikåya 13.
65 With various interpretations, in the tradition, of samenena vadi�ye as  sam enena vadi�ye "I  will talk with him"

or sa mene: na vadi�ye "he thought, 'I will not talk (with him)'." Even the accented MSS of ŚB/BĀU vary here  and

allow both  interpretations. Interestingly, in a discussion I had in a Veda school at Kapileshvarapuram (Andhra)

in 1992, the Pa��it at first could not resolve this very question put to him, thought about it for a day, and came

back with the internally consistent solution: since Yåjñavalkya granted Janaka a wish earlier, at ŚB 10.6.2.6,

samenena vadi�ye in ŚB 14.7.1 was therefore to be interpreted as sam enene vadi�ye.
66 tato brahmå janaka åsa. Does that mean 'a real (var�a, class) Brahmin' or a brahmi��ha in the sense of

Yåjñavalkya? Taking into account  the rankings we now have to observe among the Brahmins (see n. 82), likely,

only the first.
67 Normally, one does so by approaching one's new teacher with fuel sticks in one's hand, see the discussion in

Witzel 1987.



the best ray of light (varcas)"68   'for at this indeed the Bråhma�a should strive, that he be a

brahmavarcasin.'69

This is in line with his general approach to being a Brahmin. At  3.1.1.4, he  argues that
the offering priests constitute "the place [or, the medium] of worship; wheresoever wise and

learned Brahmins,70 versed in sacred lore, perform the sacrifice, there no failure takes place:

that (place of worship) we consider the nearest (to the gods)".71

However, Yåjñavalkya is, as was seen above, quite concerned about his own image vis à
vis his colleagues. At  11.6.3.2,  he wins in a discussion. His colleagues then discuss who shall
challenge him. Finally, it is the 'shrewd' Śåkalya who is threatened with a split head if he
cannot answer Yåjñavalkya, and who actually loses his head, in the end (Witzel 1987). In fact,
Yåjñavalkya is generally regarded as an authority (see above) and ŚB describes him as such: At

11.4.3.20 it is told how the mythical (�gvedic) ��i  Gotama Råhūga�a72 discovered the

Mitravinda ('find a friend! or 'find Mitra!')73 sacrifice: it went away to Janaka of Videha, he
searched for it in the Brahmins versed in the 'limbs' (a�ga) of the Vedas, and finally found it

in Yåjñavalkya.74  In other words, it again is Yåjñavalkya who is more learned than his
colleagues.

In passing it may be added, that BĀU provides some more lively details about his
private life, such as   his dialogue with one of his wives,  Maitreyī (BĀU 2.4, 4.5) when he had

decided to leave her and his other wife, Kåtyåyanī, for homelessness75; it also shed some

68 svayambh�r asi śré��ho raśmír íty     --  e�á vái śré��ho raśmír yát s�ryas. tásmåd åha: svayambh�r asi śré��ho

raśmír íti varcodå (sic!) asi várco me deh�ti tv èv�há�  bravīm�ti ha småha yjñavalkyas. --  On the meaning of the

difficult varcas, note the Śvetaketu story (ChU 6) and see the discussion by Tsuchiyama 1990.
69...iti ha småha Yåjñavalkyas. tad dheva bråhma�enai��avya� yad brahmavarcasī syåd ity ...

70 Note that Yåjñavalkya's hidden point here may be that he advocates his colleagues, the learned Brahmins from

the western countries (Kuru and Pañcåla), who are needed to recite the texts and  to perform the rituals properly

(see Witzel 1997: 327 sq.).
71 tad u hovåca yåjñavalkya� | vår��yåya: devayajana� jo�ayitum aima.

tat såtyayajño 'bravīt. sarvå vå iyam p�thivī devī devayajana�, yatra vå asyai kva ca yaju�aiva parig�hya yåjayed iti.

�tvijo haiva devayajanam.  ye bråhma�å� śuśruvå�so 'nūcånå vidvå�so yåjayanti, saivåhvalaitan nedi��hamåm iva

manyåmaha it
72 A RV poet, otherwise --anachronistically-- known from  the story of Videgha Måthava at ŚB 1.4.1 (Witzel

1997: 308).
73 Word play involving mitra 'friend' and Mitra 'god Mitra, agreement' is frequently found.
74 See below on a�gajid/a�gavid, (Fišer 1984: 72 proposes to emend to a�ga-vid-bråhma�a). The text continues:

"thus one finds Mitra, his kingdom prospers, he conquers recurrent death, gains all life..." Is this wish instigated

by need to find  friends and allies against the the (admittedly later attested) Vajji confederation in N. Bihar?

11.4.3.20 tå� haitå� gotamo råhūga�a�  vidå� cakåra. så ha janaka� vaideham pratyutsasåda. tå� hå�gijid

bråhma�e�v anviye�a. tåm u ha yåjñavalkye viveda. sa hovåca: sahasram bho yåjñavalkya dadmo yasmin vaya� tvayi

mitravindåm anvavidåmeti.

vindate mitra� rå��ram asya bhavaty, apa punarm�tyu� jayati, sarvam åyureti, ya eva� vidvån etaye��yå yajate, yo

vaitad eva� veda.
75 Yåjñavalkya is the first person mentioned in the Vedic texts who leaves home, more clearly in BĀU 4.5.1 than

in 2.4.1; whether he can actually be called an early sa�nyåsin is another question, see, also for the later

developments  see Sprockhoff 1976, 1981, 1987.



further light on Yåjñavalkya's relationship with his fellow Brahmins at the court of king Janaka
of Videha as well as with Janaka himself.

§ 5   Authorship of the  Yåjñavalkya quotations

This concentrated praise of Yåjñavalkya raises the question whether such
characterizations can be regarded as true, and whether his words were actually spoken by him

or were only later on attributed to him, as one step in the his ��ification.76 It therefore is
instructive to take a look at the linguistic peculiarities of the words reportedly spoken by
Yåjñavalkya.

A number of Yåjñavalkya's quotes share some peculiarities of expression.

1. He likes to stress his opinion with the mentioning of aham, followed by eva "I, for one...."

Tad u hovåca Yåjñavalkyo:
 'śnåmy evåham, a	sala� ced bhavatīti.  3.1.2.21

iti tv evåha� bravīmīti ha småha Yåjñavalkyas. tad dheva bråhma�enai��avya� yad
brahmavarcasī syåd ity
1.9.3.16

2. Yåjñavalkya likes to use the particle svid:

api hovåca Yåjñavalkya�  /  no svid devatåbhya eva g�h�īyåmå3  4.2.1.7

sa ha sma båhū anvek�yåha :  imau palitau båhū, kva svid  bråhma�asya vaco  babhūveti?  (cf.

also  3.8.2.24.77)

In both cases, the use of svid is a typical feature of the eastern language, and also of
some sections of  JB (Witzel 1989 : 196). However,  it is important to notice that this is not so
in the older sections of ŚBM (6%) and ŚBK (19%) -- there is no case at all in ŚB 6-10!--  as
compared to the increase in ŚB 11-13 (138%) and especially in the Upani�ad (285%). This

obviously raises the question whether these quotes were added later.78

76 See Fišer 1984: 56sq. and especially on language, p. 60 sq., and passim. He stresses, correctly, that  "some of the

words in Yåjñavalkya's quotations are not attested anywhere else in the Bråhma�as, others are not registered in

any other śruti text, and, in some cases, in any other Vedic work". For more examples, see below.
77 Obviously a śloka, not part of the original speech of Yåjñavalkya. -- There  are these verses: : ki� svid vidvån

pravasati?...11.3.1.5  tad apy ete ślokå�:   ki� svid vidvån pravasaty / agnihotrī g�hebhya� / katha� svid asya kåvya� /

katha� sa�tato agnibhir  iti katha� svid asyån apapro�itam bhavatīty evaitad åha.
78 Note, for example, such points of  'doctrine ' as the early(?) discussion of  punarm�tyu in ŚB 2.3.2 (cf. Witzel

1989). They should be investigated in larger context.



However, among the quotations attributed to Yåjñavalkya in ŚB 1-5, they stand out as
a feature that is typical for the later parts of ŚB/BĀU where Yåjñavalkya figures prominently.
In other words, the idiosyncratic use of svid  may point to a feature of Yåjñavalkya's and the
easterner's language. The use of particles is, as is well known, easily influenced by geographical
and temporal factors.

3.  However, Yåjñavalkya's  use of some hapax or rare words stand out as well. This feature
applies to all levels of ŚB and BĀU texts, from ŚB 1-5 onwards.

To begin with, the uncertain formation  ŚB 3.1.3.10 pråśåm(?) 'sound, well-sighted' is a
hapax ("sore indeed, is the eye of man; mine is sound", arur vai puru�asyåk�i, pråśån mameti),
and in the same passage we find an-arus. Both are rare words; the simple  arus 'sore, wound'
also occurs at ŚB 3.1.3.10 "Weak-eyed, indeed, he was, and the secretion of his eye was pus; he

now makes it sound by anointing them." (foll. Fišer).79  Fišer who has paid attention to the
attestation of the words used in the Yåjñavalkya passages underlines that arus occurs only once

in AV and GB .80

Another hapax is found at ŚB 1.1.1.10 v�k�ya 'fruit(s) of trees',  cf. Fišer 1984: 64.81

The following three words probably are rare as they all occur in the specialized context
of Brahmodyas, which are not all too frequently mentioned in earlier texts though we can
trace them back to the RV (Witzel 1987b).

ŚB 11.4.3.20  a�ga-jid-bråhma�a  'a Brahmin learned in the a�ga (the limbs of the
sacrifice),' which Fišer 1984: 72 proposes to emend to a�ga-vid-bråhma�a.

ŚB 11.6.2.10 kåma-praśna 'a question (allowed) according to one's wish' which is

otherwise found only at BĀU 4.3.1, in the same context,82 cf. Fišer 1984: 73.
ŚB 11.6.3.11 anatipraśnya (devatå) '(a deity) not to be further pursued in questioning'

occurs in the same context at BĀU 3.6.1; cf. also JB 2.77, Witzel 1987, Fišer 1984: 76;
ŚB 12.4.1.10 a-śrad-dhå (a-śraddadhåna) 'not trusting, believing'; though not an

unusual  form at all, it is found only here and at at JB  1.43, 2.384; see Fišer 1984: 66
Other words used by Yåjñavalkya. occur first, at least almost all of them, in ŚB and remain
rare:

ŚB  1.3.1.21, ŚBK 2.2.4.17 para�-pu�sa 'being outside the circle of men (see above);
ŚB 3.1.2.21 a�sala 'fatty, stout' (otherwise found only ŚB 3.8.4.6, JB 2.270, TB 3.4.17;

cf. Fišer 1984: 69 sq.);

79 durak�a iva håsa pūyo haivasya dūśīkå te evaitad anaru�  karoti yad ak�yåv ånakti.
80 As in AV 5.5.4, GB 2.3.1; it has the compounds aruś-cit, arus-påna, arus-srå�a (occurring once each, Fišer  1984:

61, with note 14-16 and Narten 1980: 161, n. 27.
81 On the 'ghost' quotation from PW on  KŚS 2.1.13.
82 T. Gotō (oral comm.) thinks that this is a question that one is allowed and entitled to ask only when one has

reached a certain high level as poet, with an 'official' certification (a quasi-'Meisterbief') or as a learned priest

(Priestergelehrter), cf. his seminal discussion of the status of Vasi���a as such a poet, see Gotō 2000: 153. Note, in

addition, that similar stages in the education of poets, inclduing actual exams, were common in Old Ireland. This

is, again, a trait that the extreme west and the extreme east of the Indogermania share. From thi spoint of view,

the long discussed question of the "brahminhood" of Janaka, conferred by Yåjñavalkya at ŚB 11.6.2.2, assumes a

new meaning: Janaka could answer a difficult questiuon ans is now 'promoted' by Yåjñavalkya to Brahmin rank

(ŚB 14.7.1.1, see n. 66). The highest one would be the Brahmi���a (ŚB 11.6.3.1, cf. n.69) rank,  which is claimed by

Yåjñavalkya himself at another occasion.



ŚB 11.6.2.4 dhenu-śata, otherwise JB 2.151 (same contexts, where ŚBK and JB 1.19
have '1000' instead) cf. Fišer 1984: 71;

ŚB 11.6.3.11,  parimo�in  'robber' (otherwise only BĀU 3.6.1 , ŚB 13.2.4.2, 4;  TB
3.9.13,4)  cf. Fišer 1984: 80.

ŚB 12.4.1.10 vi-pi�ś; this is otherwise only ŚB 4.1.5.21,5 and ŚBK 3.1.10.1, see  Fišer
1984: 66

The word hvalati ŚB 13.5.3.6 is a late form, for older hvarate RV+. It is typical for ŚB
and is found, for example, at ŚB 4.5.7.4; 5.1.2.6,14; 6.2.2.20; 11.5.8.5; 12.6.1.2; 13.5.2.6; hval is
otherwise common in Epic and Classical Skt. (cf. also hvalå, f., again typically  ŚB+). While it
cannot be said that it is altogether typical for Yåjñavalkya, his use of the verb and noun with
the popular -l-form is a characteristic of the early and late ŚB, and therefore can be in tune
with his other peculiarities agreeing with late Vedic eastern  speech.

Outside the immediate scope of this  paper we must also compare ardhab�gala BĀU
1.4.3 : "Yåjñavalkya used to say : 'Here, the two of us are like a half-fragment. Therefore this

space is filled by a woman'."83 Fišer 1984: 78 underlines that this is the only independent
pronouncement ascribed to him in the whole of BĀU; it concerns  the  primeval self. Further,
note BĀU 3.9 ahallika  probably meaning something like  'idiot' (cf. Fišer 1984: 80)

 There also are some other words allegedly used by Yåjñavalkya which are quite rare.84

4. Yåjñavalkya's quotations share one frequent characteristic: they are ex cathedra sayings:  "I
for one, say...; I, for one, eat..;  this is just ...; let him just do so...; who would care ...?" It is
clearly a person of great, acknowledged authority who speaks here (even though ŚB does not
always follow his ritual advice and solutions (see above).

Even then, the question remains whether certain stories may have been attributed to
Yåjñavalkya by the redactors of ŚB:  For example, everything witty remark by an important
Upani�ad teacher may have been attributed to him. One should compare some other sages
such as Āru�i, etc. and investigate,  for example,  a possible similarity in expression of their ŚB
quotes with others inside and outside ŚB. This is beyond the scope of this study, which is
limited to Yåjñavalkya. Such studies have not yet been carried out, even by those scholars who
have stated that there are two or three Yåjñavalkyas (Horsch 1966: 380-401) or who think
that he clearly is one person (N. Tsuji), or who assume that a large amount of legend forming
has taken place by the time of BĀU (Fišer).

In this situation, an investigation of Yåjñavalkya's language, also outside ŚB proper, is
of  great importance. First of all, to find out whether the Yåjñavalkya of ŚB and the slightly
later BĀU are the same person or not. To prepare the ground, as survey of the language of

BĀU 4.3, a text clearly attributed to Yåjñavalkya, is given below.85

§ 6 The language of  BĀU 4.3

83 tasmåd idam ardhab�galam iva sva iti ha småha yajñavalkya. tasmåd ayam åkåśah striya pūryata eva.
84 BĀU 4.1.2 måt�mant 'someone having a mother', and åcaryavant 'having a teacher are rare; they occur only at

AV 12.1.60 and ChU 6.14.2 respectively. (Fišer 1984: 82)
85  Cf. already Witzel 1987c : 200 n. 92.



This chapter of BĀU (esp. 4.3.9-33) deals with the dream state and it is, I believe, the

first in Indian literature which explores the realm of sleep and dreams in detail.86  As it deals
with new ideas, or as it gives the first available description of these new ideas, we may expect
many new formulations and words. This, indeed, is precisely what we will discover.

Yåjñavalkya tries to express these new ideas in various ways:
a. by using old expressions in a new meaning,
b. by forming new compound nouns, not used before,
c. by coining completely new words.

(a) Among the old words used in a new meaning we find the following.

•  BĀU 4.9.3  sandhya-
normally means "point of sunrise, sunset", sandhyå 'dawn/dusk ritual'.  The adjective sandhya
is used here for the first time (and rarely afterwards, BŚS, VaikhGS) in the meaning of
"intermittent point" or "liminal point" between waking and being in the other world (of
heaven), between loka, "this world", and para-loka "the other world, reached in dream."

•  BĀU 4.3.20  hitå- (fem.)
normally means 'placed, put; friendly' etc. Here, hita- refers to the nå
yå�, the channels, or

imagined capillary arteries stretching out from the heart.87 They are  śukla, nīla, pi�gala,

harita, lohita  'white, black-blue, tawny, yellowish-greenish,  golden,  red'.88

(b)  New compounds.

• BĀU  4.3.32  a-dvaita-
dvaitá-  is found earlier in the sense of  'duality' ('Doppelheit', Thieme). Its occurrence as a-
dvaita in BĀU is a Vedic hapax; it occurs only at  ŚB 14.7.1.31, BĀU 4.3.32, and clearly is a

word coined by Yåjñavalkya.89

• BĀU 4.3.10,14  svayám-jyoti�, cf. 4.3.7 antár-jyoti�
'having light for itself', viz. 'in itself'. Since the 'inner light' is referred to here, this is a new

concept (similar to the light apparition at the moment of death, BĀU 4.4.2.)90

• BĀU 4.3.7 vijñåna-maya-

86 Cf. the dreams discussed by Stuhrmann 1982.
87 They are set up, arranged  like a setu "dike, bridge" or, like hair, they are strands and capillaries at the same

time. The later meanings of the word in Middle and New Indo-Aryan are "tubular stalk or organ, pipe, vein"

(Turner, CDIAL 7047) and have the same range; cf. also hita-bha�ga 'breaking of dikes' (Manu ).
88 Cf. the traditional colors of the directions of the sky in ancient Iran: blue  = E,  red = S, white = W, black =

N(and  similarly, in ancient China: E:= green/light blue, S = red, W = white , N = black,  and also in native North

America); see Witzel, 1972 : 183 n. 19.
89 On the term see T. Vetter 1978,  esp. p.112 sqq ; cf. also BĀU 4.3.26 na tad dvitīyam asti.
90 Cf. svar-jyóti� (Samh.+).



'made of knowledge'.  The noun vijñåna is well attested before, from AV onwards, but  the
new compound, not an unusual formation at all by itself, nevertheless, is new  and is, in
addition is only found  in  ŚB, Up (MU +).

• BĀU  4.3.10 ratha-yoga-
'yoking of the chariot'  is, a prima facie simple Tatpuru�a compound, hardly worth
mentioning, if it were indeed attested before this passage. However, it is not, and even after
BĀU, it is found only in Mbh+. Thus, again, it is a coinage made Yåjñavalkya.

It is true that a word such as rathayuj- 'yoked to the chariot' is found RV+; however,
the Tatpuru�a  compounds such as ratha-yoga (next to rathå�, panthåna�), is rare in earlier

Vedic literature91 though it is not altogether unusual: cf. aśvamedha, råjasūya, agnihotra (KS)
etc.

In short, it remains a strange fact that such an easily made compound had to be coined
by Yåjñavalkya.

• BĀU 4.3.11 eka-ha	sa-
'the one-goose, superior goose', is again not an unusual compound, but it is found here  for
the first time:  ŚB 14.7.1.12-13. Similar compounds are eka-råj AB 8.15,   eka-rja TB 2.8.3.7,
KauśS 'the only king, superior king', eka-vråtyá 'the only Vråtya, leader of the Vråtyas' AV
15.1.6, eka-rtú,  eka-cará, eka-dhaná, eka-nak�atrá,  etc.

•  BĀU 4.3.10 para-loka-
'the higher world, the other world', i.e. the Vedic heaven or, later on, 'the world of Brahman'.
It is situated between:
idam (sthåna)   -- sandhya  --- paraloka, identified with:
this world                -- sleep           ----   the other world.
Again, this is one of the  quite common Karmadhåraya compounds,  but it is found only here,
and much later on, in VkhGS, Vi��u Sm�ti, etc.

• BĀU 4.3.14  jågarita-deśa
' the waking state';  cf. jågarita-anta KU 4.4, jågarita-sthåna- Ma��U 3, jågarita- ŚB 12.9.2.2,
14.7.1.

Again, this is not an unusual compound; in fact, there are dozens of compounds in
-deśa, but the combination with jågarita- is unusual,  and it is imitated later on in KU, Ma�dU
by jågarita-anta/sthåna (doubtless modeled on this passage).

While this passage is found in the general context of a Yåjñavalkya passage, the actual
sentence is  attributed to "some": atho khalv åhu� "Some say, as you know ('doch, donc')...".
Such a quote can be a generally held  opinion, a popular saying, or the opinion of some

ritualists and philosophers.92 We may attribute the general opinion to 'some'; however, the
formulation must be Yåjñavalkya's as the usual way of popular quotations  is tad åhu�.

(c) Hapax, newly coined words.

91Wackernagel-Debrunner, Altindische Grammatik,  II 2, 243 sqq.
92 Such quotes (tad åhu�) are common from YV prose onwards (MS+);  in the AV, however, we find ta- or ya- or

acc. + åhu�, but only rarely the expression tad åhu�: AV 10.8.33 vadantīr yatra gachanti, tad åhur bråhma�a�

mahat, and the late Mantra AV 20.128.2 jye��ho yad apracetås, tad åhur adharåg iti.



• BĀU 4.3.19  sallayåya  (sa�layåya BĀUM) dhriyate
'is borne to his nest'.

This is a real hapax, only found in BĀU/ŚB. The Mådhyandina version  sa�layåya is
perhaps related to Påli prati-sa�layana 'deep trance'. Should we translate: 'a falcon, folding
his wings, is borne to his resting/sleeping place'?

The Kå�va version may go back to the same  origin: *sa	-llaya- and belong to sa� -lī,
-lī l�yate "cling to" (Mbh).

• BĀU 4.3.9 sarvåvant-
'containing all', is a simple formation, like so many others in -vant: somå-vant, devå-vant, etc.;
however,  contrast RV mauja-vant,  from post-RV mūjavant.

The word  is a real hapax that occurs only ŚB 14.7.1.11 and in BĀU. It is also
interesting to note that the vowel -a- is lengthened before -vant.

(d) Some near-hapax words.

BĀU 4.3.20 sarvo 'smi K :: sarvam asmi M 'I am the overlord of all'93 or 'I am all' = 'Universe',
which here comes to the same.

Further, note : BĀU 4.3.10:  veśantå�  'ponds' (next to: pu�kari�ya sravantyo...)  ::  veśantī�
AV 1.3.7, PS 1.4.7; veśantå AV 11.6.10, veśåntå TB 3.4.12.1; veśånta ŚB 14.7.1.11/BĀU 4.3.10,
vaiśanta RV 7.33.2, vaiśantå, VS, ŚBK 7.2.14, vaiśantī ŚB 5.3.3.14, TB 3.1.2.3, 3.12.7.4 -- Note
the many variants,  the unclear etymology (EWA II 585) and  varying accentuations; the next
sentence in BĀU has:  veśåntån, pu�kari�ī�, sravantī�...

§ 6.2      A Counter-check

These preliminary linguistic observations leave some  questions to be answered, some of
them by way of counter-check of the evidence. They include such as the following:
- in how far are these features not just Yåjñavalkya's but generally  eastern Vedic?
- in how far typical for all early Upani�ads?
- in how far typical of  late Vedic (e.g., AB 6-8, parts of JB/JUB, VådhB, etc.)?
- in how far are they reflected in early Middle Indo-Aryan, such as in Påli?

The answer is  fairly straightforward: Most of these features are hapax, or not used
before Yåjñavalkya while they are common after him, even in the Upani�ads, and later on (also
in Påli). They are not typical Eastern (little found in the late AB, VådhB, etc.),  but they are
late Vedic, in the sense that other Up.s have copied these phrases. The relationship with Påli
would need more investigation.

In short, what we see in BAU 4.3 is the very personal language of Yåjñavalkya. This is
especially so in the present, difficult chapter dealing with the dream state, where he had to
deal with new, not easily described and expressed concepts. Yåjñavalkya chose to present his
new ideas with newly coined words, with older words used in a new meaning, with unusual,
new nominal compounds, or with a combination of words that had not been used before.

In short, his way of expression is a very personal one, fit for this quasi-mystical chapter.

93 See K. Hoffmann, idám bhū, 1975-6: 557-559.



§ 7.  A Comparison of the language of the Yåjñavalkya quotes in ŚB and BĀU

We can now proceed to compare, briefly, the state of affairs found in BAU 4.3 with his
dicta in the ŚB. The following picture emerges.

In the ŚB quotations, just as in BĀU, a number of hapax, 'first' or very rare expressions
are found: ŚB  an-arus / pråśåm, a�śala, vipi	ś, hvalati, parimo�in, v�k�ya :: BĀU 4.3  sandhya,
hitå, sallaya, sarvavant.

Again, both texts have a number of unusual nominal compounds: para�-pu�sa,
dhenu-śata, a�ga-jid-bråhma�a, kåma-praśna, anatipraśnya, a-śraddadhåna  ::  BĀU 4.3 a-
dvaita, ratha-yoga, eka-ha	sa, para-loka; cf. also ardhab�gala BĀU 1.4.3, ahallika  BĀU 3.9.
 The number of new items probably is comparatively higher in BĀU 4.3  as this section
deals  with altogether new concepts, if not with a mystical vision by Yåjñavalkya. Both texts
agree in that they contain a large number of new, rare, or hapax words (first) used by
Yåjñavalkya. He emerges a provocative thinker and  innovator.

§  8 Conclusions

In sum, both sets of texts coincide in a few points. As far as the content of these
passages are concerned, both present new materials, and both do this in a new, personal
language that is not encountered before Yåjñavalkya. In other words, we discern  the same
teacher and philosopher, whether he acts as a priest (mostly in ŚB 1-5, partly 11-13) or as a
thinker and mystic (mostly in BĀU). However, as has been indicated above, the border line
between such  compartments of the mind of a Yåjñavalkya as a single person does not exist.

The very nature as famous sayings predestines these hapaxes, sayings and teachings to
have, potentially, multiple origins. They could be the famous sayings of Yåjñavalkya and of
other great seers or philosophers of the early Upani�ad period and might have been copied
from one teacher to another, or appropriated by their schools. However, there is hardly
anyone of equal stature in sight: One may think of Uddålaka Āru�i, or perhaps of Śvetaketu

Āru�eya, yet, none of them is regarded as highly in the texts as Yåjñavalkya.94 And, it is
obvious by now that the selection of quotes, new expressions and hapaxes listed above is
limited to Yåjñavalkya and has not been copied by the more or less contemporaneous teachers
just mentioned.

However, it will be interesting, though leading beyond the scope of this paper, to
follow up the individual ways of these teachers of expressing their new insights, as met with in
BĀU/ChU, and to compare their Upani�adic language with the few quotations attributed to
them outside these texts. In addition, it would be instructive to study in detail the colloquial

speech of Śvetaketu and his father in ChU 6.95

94 Politics may have played a role here: just as Vasi��ha, because of his connection with king Sudås, is highly

regarded in the RV; so is Yåjñavalkya, due to king Janaka, in the Upani�ads; they function as emblems of

�gvedic/Upani�adic texts. Others (like Viśvåmitra, Āru�i, etc.) have been pushed into more into the background.
95 See K. Hoffmann 1975-6: 370 sq., cf. Kuiper IIJ 2, 1958, 308 sqq., Morgenroth, History and Culture of Ancient

India, Moscow 1963, 223 sqq.



Separately from this, we must finally take a closer look at the charge that Yåjñavalkya is
presented in ŚB/BĀU as more than a famous teacher and ��i, -- and that therefore, the
statements about him have to be taken cum grain salis.

§ 9  The beginnings of a hagiography

There are, on the other hand, indeed a number of features which point, as Fišer
stresses, to  a beginning hagiography that was begun in late Vedic times, when the Vedic texts,
including the Upani�ads, were redacted.

In principle, this is not surprising, as important figures are apt to receive special
attention. For example, we know about Yåjñavalkya's contemporary, Kau�ītaki, that he lived
116 years. And there are interesting stories about Satyakåma Jåbåla, etc.  When did they
originate and when were they put together? Small items such as mentioning the age of a
person could easily be inserted.  In the case of  Yåjñavalkya, however, we have a large body of
texts, sayings, anecdotes which are attributed to him. How to distinguish original material
from later accretions? When was this material collected and when  was it redacted?

This type of argument and research into it is clearly important. Unfortunately, the
question of canon formation and redaction of Vedic texts, particularly of late Vedic texts, has

hardly been taken up.96 Especially as far as the ŚB/BĀU complex is concerned, it is

complicated and not much studied.97  The Vaśas of the ŚB, BĀU (and JUB 4., ŚĀ 15)
provide some idea of the complicated lines of transmission of these texts and of the difference

in time at which their 'last' teacher (before redaction) would have lived.98 The matter is
further complicated by the fact that ŚB/BĀU have been transmitted both in the Kå�va and in
the Mådhyandina schools and that, in addition to this, BĀU itself seems to be split into a
Yåjñavalkya  and a non-Yåjñavalkya part, both again transmitted by both schools, each with
their own Vaśa.

The frequent Våjasaneyi quotations in a slightly later text, ĀpŚS, seem to indicate that

there was a ŚB text (the Våjasaneyaka) preceding our present ŚB.99 Tsuji (1981: 358) is of the
opinion that it was Yåjñavalkya who separated a proto-Våjasaneyi, traditional style YV text
with mixed Mantras and Bråhma�as (as in the Black YV). This is entirely possible; one must
add, however, that he decided to model his VS on western pronunciation (see

immediately).100

In short, a variety of traditions have been incorporated into the complete text of

ŚB/BĀU, and have been redacted at a comparatively late time (200-100 BC?).101

96 See now Witzel 1997, for a beginning.
97 Cf. Caland, 1990 : xxiv and cf. Tsuji  1981: 358-361 .
98 See Morton Smith, 1966. -- There are 12 generations between the Sun deity and Yåjñavalkya in the Vaśa of

BĀU 6.5.3. Tsuji 1981: 350 explains the non-occurrence of Yåjñavalkya's name  in the genealogy in both the

Madhu-Kå��a and the Yåjñavalkya-Kå��a(!) of BĀU by the fact that the Yåjñavalkya-Kå��a may be a late

collection of Våjasaneyi doctrines redacted long after Yåjñavalkya's time.
99 Caland, 1990: xiv;  cf. Witzel 1997; Tsuji 1981: 361 assumes a date of c. 650-550 for the formation of the ŚB and

the newly extracted VS, see Caland AO X, 132 sqq.
100 Tsuji thinks that Yåjñavalkya is the "author" of  VS 1-10, and of ŚB 1-5 (1981: 358). He notes, in addition,

that certain sections of VS presuppose ŚB;  see earlier, Caland AO X, 132 sqq, and cf. Witzel 1997: 324.
101 Note the new fashion of giving metronyms in ŚB va�śa lists (compounds of mother's name + putra) and the

similar usage in beginning in royal records of the Maurya dynasty, followed by evidence from the Mathura



Leaving aside this rather complex issue, it may be pointed out, however, that at the
very end of ŚB the authorship of the Mantras of the Våjasaneyin schools is depicted as having

been obtained by Yåjñavalkya directly from the sun (and therefore they are śukla 'bright').102

Such a 'revelation' is a feature that is not found in any of the traditions of other YV

schools.103 Interestingly, this statement is still given in accented Vedic Sanskrit.
The important point is that Yåjñavalkya is portrayed as receiving the Mantras not from

a long line of teachers before him --some of whom are indeed mentioned in other Vaśas--
but directly from the Sun. Normally, this lineage is reserved for the descent of the K�atriya

rulers who ultimately all stem from the sun god Vivasvant and his son Manu.104 Instead of

Agni who inspires at least one ��i,105 or some other Vedic deity such as B�haspati or Soma, it

is the Sun, humankind's ultimate ancestor, who figures as the source of the VS text.106 The

reasons for this strange feature have been discussed elsewhere.107 Here it may suffice to
mention that our present (and medieval) VS is not recited with the standard eastern Bhå�ika
accent like the ŚB but with standard western (Kuru-Pañcåla) accent, while it differs widely in
form and content from the western (Black YV) texts. The only recourse for a respectable

paramparå was to claim divine origin, which ensued.108

Other items that point to a redactional intrusion of hagiography are the following.
* He always wins in the discussions/contests (brahmodya). In the case of the elaborate
discussion with Śåkalya (see Witzel 1987b, Brereton 1997) he is deliberately made the winner,
even though he just barely better gets out of this discussion than a woman, Gargī, and his
�gvedic rival Śåkalya.
* Once he even wins "all of Videha" (BĀU 4.3) from his king, Janaka. Since there was no
personal ownership of land during the Vedic period, this is, typically, out of proper historical
context. However, the king was the nominal owner of the land and had to agree, for example,
to sacrifices being carried out on a certain plot of land: the sponsor of the ritual (yajamåna)
had to ask the king for permission to perform it. Though a very suspicious fact indicating a
late redactorial activity, the wording may be taken as metaphorical.

inscriptions, the Śåtavåhana and Gupta dynasties, see Witzel 1988: 172 /1997: 327, 315. -- Did the Brahmin Śu�ga

and Kå�va dynasties have the Våjasaneyi texts (especially the VSK?) redacted in E. India at that time?  For this

assumption speak some late features in VSK, see Witzel 1989, 1997: 326.
102  Though the Sun is said to have revealed the ŚYV  to   Yåjñavalkya, there are  in fact 12 generations between

the Sun and Yåjñavalkya in the Vaśa; cf. Tsuji 1981: 358.
103 There is a late, unedited Chårdi Bråhma�a (in Epic- Purå�ic style Sanskrit) that reflects the later, Purå�ic idea

of Yåjñvalkya's vomiting the Veda and Tittiri's  picking up the bloody, black-stained vomit; hence, the name

Taittirīya and "K���a" Yajurveda.
104 Note, that at this time we do not yet have the Epic (and later) Lunar and Solar dynasties, just a descent from

the solar figure Vivasvant and his son Manu;  cf. now, however, the very beginning of VådhB (ed. Y. Ikari 1999)

with its complicated scheme of incestual relationship between males and their mothers and daughters that sets

the conceptual frame for the Epic: the lunar Bharata (Mbh.) and solar Ik�våku lineages (Råm.). Cf. Witzel (in

prep.)
105 See RV 6.5.9 with its vision of Agni: vi me kar�å patayato vi cak�u�...
106 Based on the last sentence of ŚB; cf. Tsuji 1981: 359.
107 Witzel 1997: 324 sq.
108 Note that similar claims of divine help are made for Videgha Måthava who moved eastwards with the help of

Agni Vaiśvånara. Divine origin is claimed right from the RV onwards: note the cases of Vasi��ha or Trasadasyu,

both derived from (the semen of) Mitra and Varu�a combined.



* There is clear addition of some materials by the redaction, such as the concluding verses in

BĀU 3.9.28, see Brereton 1997:4sqq.,109 and there is the probable re-arrangement of some
sections. Note also the doubling of the Panjab story, BĀU 3.4 and 3.7 (Witzel 1989).  This is in
line with the assumption, made above, that the ŚB/BĀU texts were redacted late. Clearly, a

detailed study of late Vedic redactional activities is a desideratum.110

***

In post-Vedic texts, Yåjñavalkya gains very much in status. The reasons for this remain
to be investigated as well. It is noteworthy that Megasthenes (c. 300 B.C.E.) mentions a sub-
school  of  Yåjñavalkya's Veda text, the adherents of the Mådhyandina version of the VS, as
Maduandinoi just south of the Ganges (Witzel 1987c,1989,1997). As an eastern Veda school,
the Våjasaneyins may have been the most important Śåkhå during the Maurya realm and most
probably were so under the Brahmin dynasty of the Śu�ga (Pu�yamitra,  150 B.C.E,
mentioned by Patañjali). It is almost certain that they were most important  under the
Brahmanical  Kå�va dynastsy, who not unsurprsingly, carry even the name of the other sub-
school of the Våjasaneyins, the Kå�va. These are sufficient reasons to explore the various stages

of late YV redaction under these kings.111

Yåjñavalkya is, even according to the last (still accented!) sentences of ŚB,  14.9.4.33,
the redactor of the White YV which stems from the sun (Āditya):  åditynīmni śuklni
yájū	�i våjasaneyéna yåjñavalkyenkhyåyante.

Later texts see him as independent of his teacher Vaiśampåyana, who is a late figure  in
the Veda, occuring first at TĀ 1.7.5 (a very late passage, see Witzel 1972, 1997), På�ini
4.3.104, BŚS  Pravara  41: 13= 451.4, and more often in the GS.

According to Epic tradition as well, Yåjñavalkya receives the Yajus of the white
Yajurveda and the ŚB from the sun  (Mbh.Vulg. 12.319/11724-8, 11790)

Though he is often mentioned in the Epic (predominantly in late portions, Mbh 12,
13), it is notable that Yåjñavalkya is not an ancestor of the Bharata clan as so many other
Brahmins: Bh�gu, Uśanas Kåvya, Viśvåmitra ~ Menakå, Bharadvåja; note also Paråśara as
ancestor of K���a Dvaipåyana. However, according to Mbh 13.18.52, it is the famous ��i
Viśvåmitra who is the father of Yåjñavalkya, Nårada, Āśvalåyana, etc. (cf. Harivaśa 1466,
Vi��u Pur.  279, Bhåg Pur 6.15.13).

According to Vi��u Pur. 3.5.1-29: 279, Vaiśampåyana accidentally killed a Brahmin
child (cf. Mbh Vulg. 13.331 åjnånåd bråhma�am hatvå, sp���o balavadhena ca ... viprarshir...  =
Poona ed. 13.60.37); he asked his students to perform an atonement for him, but Yåjñavalkya
refused. Vaiśampåyana therefore asked him to regurgitate all he had learnt, upon which
Yåjñavalkya brought up the Veda, soiled with dark blood, from his stomach. The other
students of Vaiśampåyana picked it up, having taken the form of partridges (tittiri) ;
Yåjñavalkya then addressed the sun god who appeared in form of a horse (våjin) and granted

109 Note the parallel in  BĀU  6.3.7.
110 For some initial steps, see Witzel 1989, 1997.
111 As has been mentioned above, there are indications that point to certain aberrant forms, perhaps influenced

by an early attempts of the introduction of writing in  Veda texts, see Witzel 1989. Some Dharma texts disallow

the writing down of the Veda - clearly a reaction to early attempts to do so! This complex is in need of further and

detailed investigation.



him a wish  (cf. Mbh Vulg. 12.318.6) and the new (śukla) Yajurveda, the students of which
therefore are called  called Våjis (= Våjasaneyin). A similar story is told, however from a
Taittirīya point of view, in the unedited short South Indian epic piece, called Chårdi
Bråhma�a. However, Vaiśampåyana is also seen as a student of Vyåsa, Vi��u Pur. 275, 279,
Bhåg. Pur 1.4.21.

Later on, Yåjñavalkya is the  supposed author of  the Yåjñavalkya Sm�ti which as
become very influential through its medieveal commentary Mitåk�ara.

§ 10.  Summary

In sum, if the strands of tradition visible in the Vedic texts are carefully screened, a
nucleus emerges of texts composed by Yåjñavalkya,  of his sayings and one-liners, and of
reports dealing with him as an exceptional  person: someone who is,  at the same time, a late
Vedic priest, a  teacher, a philosopher and a mystic. These traditions represent the same
person, with the same linguistic background and with peculiar, idiosyncratic habits of speech.

It is only at the time of redaction (150 BCE?) that some aspects of an incipient
hagiography --such as giving all of Videha to Yåjñavalkya-- emerge;  they are so obvious and
intrusive that they can be discerned easily. The same applies to some texts portions that have

been added to the BĀU corpus.112

In sum, we see the beginnings of the legend of Yåjñavalkya arise before our eyes: the
always victorious discussant of the re-arranged section BĀU 3 (Brereton 1997), who also
becomes one of the first persons mentioned in the texts that leaves mundane concerns behind
him and becomes a Sanyåsin. It is this personality that  receives the close attention, at first
only as his school, the Våjasaneyins who are named after his family name Våjasaneya,  of other
Upani�adic and Epic circles. He is already quite prominent in the Epic, and in other post-

Vedic texts. Finally, in the Purå�as, he is the pupil of Vaiśampåyana113 and the story of his
receiving Vedic teaching directly from the sun --instead from his nominal teacher

Vaiśampåyana114--  makes him a latter-day ��i.
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